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We have been noticing Godts revelatioito the cor'non people through Christ.

We believe in a personal God and it would be strange indeed if there weren't a super

natural revelation to mankind. It is pretty difficult o find anyone in the world hhat

doesn't have some sort of belief in God. There is a source behind all things that

happen in our lives. All human beings have an idea of a personal God. It is only

natural that we should. expect a revelation from a personal God and that is just

what the Bible claims to be. The human mind, naturally doesn't want to take the

Bible as God's revelation..The sin which is in everyone1s mind and Satan who is

constantly working in the human heart makes it difficult for the average person to

believe in the Bible as the revelation from God. After the Holy Spirit has wrought a

a miracle within our hearts--after Christ has changed us--then we are ready to look

into God's Word and study the communication that He has given us.

It seems that many would stop with the first step and are so taken up with

that part of the Bible which appeals to him, that he hesitates to go on to the next

step which is taking the whole Word of God--all I need is what Christ said--I don't

care what the O.T. says but it is utterly falacious to have such a point of view. Both

the attitude of Christ and the disciples sho:s us that they took the whole Bible as

they had it as being the fully inspired Word of God--note the sermon on the mount.

Note Matt. 5217--He did not come to destroy the Law nor the Prophets but to fulfill

it--every jot and. tittle will be fulfilled and one cannot be truly a follower of

Christ and then neglect Micah of Haggai since Christ held all the O.T. as truly the

Word of God. Even after Christ's resurrection as found. in the 24th Chapter of Luke

we notice Christ talking to these two men--C fools and slow of heart to believe all

that the prophets have spoken (Vs.2)--ought not to have Christ suffered these things

and then entered. into His glory." Beginning at Moses and. all the prophets he exponnded.

to them the Scriptures. Many of uread places like John and Acts but re won't take

time out to study the more difficult portions of Scripture--certainly there are diffi

cult problems in the the O.T. but it still is Christ's will that we diligently study

these portions because they are part of God's Word and written for us.
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